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The issue of non-renormalixation theorems and vacuum stability in compact-
ified fermionic atrinf theoriea hat been the focus of considerable attention for the 
lut few years. However, genuine progress In these directions has been hampered 
by the complexity of fexmionlc atrial perturbation theory. Until recently most of 
the progress has been achieved through general symmetry and effective lagrangian 
considerations [1]. Though illuminating, these argument! unfortunately do not 
expose the interplay between the relevant world-sheet dynamics and their space 
time manifestation, nor do they provide a check of the internal conalatency of 
string theory. It is therefore very important at this stage to try to establish the 
validity of the non-renormalixatlon theorems and understand vacuum stabi1'"./ 
directly through explicit string perturbative calculations. 

The complexity of fermionk string perturbation theory beyond one loop can 
be essentially traced to the presence of the aupermodult (2j. These are modes 
of the world-sheet gravitino that cannot be gauged away by any world-sheet 
symmetry. On a world-sheet of genus g > 2 there are 2g — 2 of them. These 
are anoktgous to the moduli or the modes of the gravlton that cannot be gauged 
away. Just as in the latter case, we have to integrate over them in the path 
integral, and the added complexity lies roughly speaking in finding the correct 
integration measure. In some natural setting these modes of the gravitino and 
graviton can be thought of as the odd and even coordinates of the supermodoli 
space parametrizing superconfonnally inequlvalent super Riemann surfaces |3]. 
At this moment, however, not much is known about this space or the structures 
that can exist over it. Consequently a measure |4] on it is not yet known in any 

: explicitneaa th&t would enable us to carry immediate perturbative calculations 
of string amplitudes. 

An alternate approach to the problem ._, ucen to perform the integration 
over the odd moduli in advance in the path integral at the expense of introduc
ing ni- -Ljr insertions on the world-sheet. Although it may deprive us of 
important insights which could only be gained by working on supermoduli space, 
this procedure has the potential of being explicit: The path integral is now car-
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the Fayet-Eiopoulos terms. This etymological constant was first calculated in ref. 
[10]. 

To stait our discussion we shall write down an expression for the two loop 
heterotic string partition function following ref.[5], 

W *= JD[XBC\(]l d>*i) ( ft*") (fi(*'I B>) 

(n*(u.iB)))«-5 (*'B'c'" ,'*% 
t») 

where {mt} are the six moduli for the genus two surface and {f"} are the two 
supermoduli |2]; B denotes the reparametiization ghosts 6„, S n and the super-
reparametrisation ghost 0«#. Similarly C stands for the reparametrizatfon ghost 
fields c", i* as well as the super-repanmetrization ghost field f*. X denotes 
the set of all the matter fields. The inner products (r){ j B), 6{{xa | B)) in (l), 
which ate there to soak up the various ghost sero modes, are denned as follows: 

where Hi, x» form « basis for the snper-Beltrami dUferentials and are defined 
through the following equations: 

n s s B * x S v # _ * x 5 ® 
' » m fas? X f l» ~ «?" 

and we have assumed that the world-sheet metric gaP(m{) is independent of the 
odd coordinates. At this stage we can carry out the integration over the odd 



rlcd out on ordinary Riemann surfaces with spin structures, with which one is 
certainly more familiar. An associated problem in the i>»th integral is posed by 
the zero modes of the commuting supereonformal ghosts. On a world-sheet of 
genua g > 2 there are 2g — 2 zero modes for the superconformal ghost 0M$, the 
counting being the same as that for the gravitino zero modes. These have to be 
removed in a natural way before one can render the path integral well defined. 

Recently Verlinde and Verlinde [5] have written down a path integral expres
sion for the fermionic string measure after the integration over the supermoduli 
and soaking up of the ghost zero modes have been performed. Unfortunately, this 
does not yet imply that we possess a practical formalism to all orders in the per-
turbatlve expansion. As was pointed out in ref.[6], fermionic string perturbation 
seems to exhibit an inherent ambiguity stcmbig essentially from ambiguities [7] in 
defining integration over the variables of a Grastmann algebra on a non-compact 
space-in this case the Grassmann valued coordinates of the supermoduli space. 
These ambiguities show up in the formalism of ref. (&] through the fact that 
the answer seems to depend on the choice of basis of the super-Beltrami dif
ferentials in terms of which we expand the gravitino field. The ambiguity is a 
total derivative in the moduli space which does not integrate to zero in general. 
At genus two nevertheless there exits a natural resolution of these ambiguities. 
Through various considerations of world-sheet supersymmetry, modular invari-
ance. and decoupling of unphysical states it was shown In ref.[6] that the basis of 
super-Beltrami differentials at the boundary Ai ( where the surface degenerates 
into two tori ) has to go to delta functions concentrated at the two nodes. The 
analogous statement at arbitrary genus is currently not known. 

In this talk we shall use string perturbation to address the question of vac
uum stability. In particular we shall see how to explicitly calculate the two 
loop cosmologica! constant in arbitrary supersymmetry preserving backgrounds. 
We shall see that it is zero except for compactifications which possess a Fayet-
Iliopoulos D-term at one loop [8,9]. In that case we shall find that there Is an 
induced cosmological constant given by the square of the one loop coefficient of 
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moduli. It is easy to see that the expression we arrive at is given by: 

s a 
W » l D[XBC) fldmie-s° J ] *((*„ | B)) 

1 , o l 0=1 

a JL W 

The above expression can be made more explicit through a particular choice 
of basts for the super-Bcltrami differentials x a i given by: 

x « ; = * t 2 , ( * - * » ) (0=1 ,2 ) (5) 

where {za} are apriori arbitrary points on the Riemann surface. Also we shall 
group the six real moduli into three complex moduli [mi,mj) and choose the 
metric such that ff-f* = flj/ = 0. In this basis the above expression takes the 
following form{6]: 

• « e» 

W « / Y[\dmidmt\DlXBC\e-*> fifa | 5)€(*o) Y{zl)Y(z2) f[ [m j 6) 
»=i t=i • = i 

+ Y(zl)au^) D - 1 ) ^ 1 ^ : II (« I»> 
dzx 

+ i'W*€(«i)X:(-1) i+1S:II(«l») 
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(«) 
where V(»i) is the picture changing operator given by[ll|: 

Y =: e#2> := c5f + e *T?""" - ^ { o V * + 3fa«a*ft)} = { Q S l £} (7) 

with Z, <f>, V related to the superconformal ghosts through the bosontzation 
prescription: 0 ^ d£«~*t 7 = r>t*. QB a the BRST charge. The factor of £(«<>) 



is needed to soak up the £ zero mode. The final answer ifl independent of ZQ. \n 
writing down eq.(6) we have dropped terms which vanish by {b, &) ghost charge 
conservation. 

It la perhaps worth emphasizing at this point that (£,£) denotes a coordi
nate system such that g*M =• g*E =s 0 everywhere on the Rieraann surface at the 
particular point {mi} in the moduli space where we are evaluating the string 
integrand. Thus the choice of coordinates (z,S) varies with the moduli. In defin
ing £~*- or the various derivatives appearing in (3) we must keep the coordinate 
system fixed. In other words, after we choose the specific coordinate system (.•, z) 
we evaluate £a(m« + Smi), g"(mi + 6mi), g"[mi + Smi), x / (m;+£mi) >n t ' " 5 

coordinate system and take Srm —• 0 limit of appropriate ratios to calculate ^*-
and the various super Beltrami differentials. As has become clear from the anal
ysis of ref.[6,12,13|, the choice §**: = 0 is not in general consistent with modular 
invariance. So we shall not drop these terms from our analysis. Furthermore 
za{mtfh) is in general not a holomarphtc function of the moduli. Terms with 
%**• though drop out from expression (6) by ghost charge conservation of the 
5 system. We should also point out that in view of the results of ref. (6] the 
only constraint we shall impose on za[rm, ft.) is that at the boundary A] of the 
moduli space the points z\ and z% should coincide with the nodes pi, p% on the 
tori Xi, Tj respectively. 

Before we evaluate the cosmological constant consider the following ampli
tude: 

A = j d*y(dX{y)BX(y)} (8) 

with the correlator defined using the path integral in expression (6), and the y 
integration runs over the Riemann surface with the points 2i,«j removed. The 
correlator in (8) is given by: [Imn)£lu>i(y}&j(fi)( I) where W( are the normalized 
abelian differentials and ft is the period matrix, plus terms which come from the 
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contraction of dX{y) with dX[zi) in Y(zx) and dX{g] with dX{z2) in Y{za) and 
vice versa. It is easy to see that the y dependence in these tatter correlators is 
given by a total derivative of the form: d)l({dX{zi)X(y)){dX(za)SX(y)) + (zx«-» 
22)). This total derivative could contribute at the boundary of the y integral, 
namely at (£1.23)1 iff the correlator in question develops a pole of the form 
{9 - 5a)'"1. By examining the correlator in question we can see that such poles 
do not arise. Consequently these total derivatives integrate to zero. Using the 
fact that f d3ytfi{y)&i{$) = (/mf))^* we immediately conclude that on a given 
genus surface, A as defined in (8) is the partition function { / } up to an overall 
numerical factor. 

At this stage we can express 3X0X as the contour integral of the supraym-
metry current around the dilatino vertex: 

6i{dX[V)BX{y)) = I ^(J.WV'(y)) (9) 

where J&[— tf"*5+5a) is the +ve chiraiity 4-dimenfiional superaymmetry cur
rent, and VQ(y) is given by: 

in the notation of ref. [10]. We can now deform the aupersymmetry contour and 
attempt to shrink it to a point. If the supersymmetry current J*[x) had only 
the physical pole at £ = y then contour deformation would lead to zero answer 
for (9). We would then conclude that the coamological constant is zero in all 
theories which possess a space-time super current /a(z)[14]. However aa was 
first pointed out in ref. [£} the supersymmetry current possesses spurious poles-
poles not dictated by the operator product expansion. The origin of those poles 
was explained in ref.jlO). Their implication to contour deformation is that (9) 
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may be expressed as the sum of residues at the spurious poles. Let {r<} denote the 
location of these poles on the surface. For j = 2 it turns out that ( = 1, • • • 8 (in 
general there are 2 a*~ a0 of these on a genus g surface (10]) and they are given in 
this case by the zeros of the function f{x) = l\t <*($]{-\x+ \$+ "^X^i ** ~ z£) 
in the i-plane. After contour deformation the expression for the cosmological 
constant takes the farm: 

t l r , i=l 

[y(*0y(*,) n in I *) + yfaWto) E ( - ) i + I fjp II. <*>* 141 

+y (*)d^) ti(-y+%§~ n («i *) 
(11) 

In expression (11) we have dropped terms that vanish by independent ghost 
charge conservation in the holomorphic and the anti-holomorphic sectors. Also, 
no sum over a is implied in this equation. We shall now show that (11) is a total 
derivative on the moduli space. Let us first observe that replacing z\ by 2i, the 
spurious poles will shift to {rf}. By choosing z\ appropriately we can ensure that 
{ri}r|{ r(} — 0. Consequently in equation (ll) for the cosmological constant we 
can » p l U e y ( z i ) and di{zi)$% by y (* , ) -y (* , ) and {d^z^-di^)^) 
respectively, without changing the answer for the A. 

Now we write 

Y(zx) - Y(it) = j £-.JB*M*M*I) ~ «(*)) (12) 

and deform the BRST contour and try to shrink it to a point in the first two terms 
in eq. (11). The obstructions to this deformation are the poles in the argument 
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of the BRST current at the locations of V°(y), ££(* 3). E*7* | b) and £(«o). The 
latter residue vanishes identically due to the absence of a £ mode in the correlator 
that can be used to soak up the zero mode. Had we not carried out the above 
subtraction we would have had to worry about this residue. Va{y) in (10) is 
BRST invariant up to total derivative in y. Consequently the residue of the BRST 
current at the location y will be a total derivative in y. This could contribute 
at the boundary (z\,Zj) of the y integration only if the integrand develops a 
[9 sa)~l pole. Remembering that the only f} dependence in the problem comes 
through the &X{y) factor in (10) we can see that no such singularity exists. 
Finally the residue of JBRST at d£(z2) a 37(23) and at the location of (17, | 0) 
is given by (17,- | T)t where T is the stress tensor on the world sheet. The latter 
insertion in the correlator may in turn be expressed as —§§*• Combining these 
results together, we may express A as, 

A = Jlf[ dmidtiu} 2 ^|-M, (13) 

where the density Mj in given by: 

Mi » fd*yj ~ j D\XBC\t-s»t{zx)azy){--1)' 

a (14) 

In writing down eq, (14) we have dropped terms that vanish by (6,5) ghost 
charge conservation, and have set ZQ = it. Notice that so far we have been 
working entirely in a model independent setting. We have carried out world-
sheet manipulations in a manner that is independent of the background fields 
except that they must allow the existence of a spacetime supersymmetry current 
at the string tree level. 
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Being a total derivative in moduli, expression (14) can be written as a bound
ary term. The boundary of genus two moduli space has two distinct components 
denoted by Ao And Ai. The first is where the Riemann surface degenerates by 
pinching a nontrivial homology cycle. This is conformally equivalent to one of 
the handles becoming infinitely long. It is not difficult to see that no contribution 
can result from this boundary* : If » stands for the length of the handle in some 
appropriate coordinates, then A 0 corresponds to a ~* oo. The Hiring integrand in 
these coordinates behaves like -^e~m *. The polynomial factor comes from the 
degeneration of the (detlmCt)~b factor in the measure and e~m** is the elfcct of 
space-time propagation of the string modes in the long tube of length a. In th<; 
absence of tachyoru? the limit a —• oo yields a vanishing contribution. 

The other boundary Ai is where the Riemann surface degenerates by pinching 
a trivial homology cycle and can be pictured as a genus two surface breaking up 
into two tori T\ and T a connected by a thin (long) tube, Wc flhall next see that 
A receives a contribution from this boundary: In the neighborhood of Aj we can 
parametrise the moduli space by {TX = flu,ra = ftaa,* = flia) where fj, r2 are 
the modular parameters of the tori T\ and Ja respectively, t can be thought of 
as the pluming fixture variable (see for e.g. [17]) and can be written as t = re' 9 

where r is the radius of the cylinder connecting the two tori. The boundary in 
question corresponds to t —*• 0. Since the boundary is a point of measure zero 
the integral 

A = Jdtdi^MtJ^i) (IS) 

would be non-vanishing on the boundary only if 

l i m M M ~ i (16) 

We shall now briefly sketch the calculation of Mt (for details see ref.jlO]). 
The fastest way to determine the behaviour of Mt near the boundary is to use 

• J. J. A would like to tbtnk G. Moore for di*cu»ion« on this point 
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on Ti, T] respectively. Using various ghoet charge conservations and the fact 
that the operator # has to have dimension (0,1) in order to contribute at the 
boundary wc can determine what * has to be: 

*(Pi) = e{pi)^*^^f*S*ipi)Sa{Pl)U[g) (19) 

where lf(l) is any operator of conforms! dimension (0,1) and neutral under all 
ghoat charges. The only such operators in the heterotic string are associated with 
gauge currents (recall that for every dim. (0,1) operator we can construct the 
vertex operator for a maule&s gauge boson by adjoing it with {3X +ik-W>)cik'x). 
It is clear that the only nonvmniahing contribution to that matrix clement could 
come from the (0,1) operator* associated with the abelian factors of the unbroken 
gauge group. We now have to compute the one loop matrix elements appearing 
in eq.(18), with * as given in eq. (19). The superconformal ghost correlator can 
be calculated readily. In that one finds that there exists a simple pole in x on 
7j . This pole accounts for four of the spurios poles on the genus two surface 
before degeneration since it exists on Xj for each spin structure on T\, Finally 
the one-loop matrix elements of the interacting matter fields can be computed 
by applying the results of ref. [9], and the answer can be exhibited entirely in 
terms of properties of the massless spectrum. From this one can easily calculate 
the residue of the correlator at the spurious poles. 

The other four poles in the I plane lie on the torus T\. The contribution to 
Mt From these poles may be analyzed by taking i on the torus T\, and analyzing 
the resulting correlator using factorization theorem. The relevant intermediate 
operator *(pi) is given by c(pi) : £(pi)rj(pi) : U{pi). Wc find a simple pole on 
2*i, whose position is independent of the spin structure on the torus TV This 
accounts for the other four poles. The residue at this pole however can he seen 
to vanish after summing over spin structures on T». 

Combining all the results, we find that the cosmological constant at two loops 
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the factorisation theorem (15} 

Mi(*i)A»(*»)>p=» ~ X > I ( * I ) « ( » , ) ) T , ( ^ ( P a j A a ^ W x , ^ * ^ (17) 

where (A*, A*) a n the confonnal dimensions of the field # propagating in the 
narrow tube connecting the two tori; pi, p2 are the nodes on T\ and T» respec
tively. 

In view of the result* or ref. [6] we shall take in the correlator in eq. (14) z\ 
and zi to lie on T\ and Ta respectively. Ultimately we have to take the Si -* p\ 
and *a -* Pa limit. We shall also take i\ to lie on T% for convenience, although 
the final result may be shown to be manifestly independent of the location of i t . 
The y integration runs over the tori T\ and T a . Let us take for dcfiniteneas y 
on T\. It is not hard to prove that the other case gives the same contribution 
(10|. In this case, the positions r ( of the spurious poles in the t -* 0 limit may be 
found by analyzing the behavior of d\6)(-\x+ | y + £ » = i za -1&) in this limit. 
It can be seen that four of these poles lie on 7i, and the other four lie on Ta(lOj. 

)<cl UB first take x on 7a. Application of the factorisation theorem to the 
correlator in eq. (14) yields: 

t*»f**-'^R*^M 2 {f(*i)6(u-i)v*{i ? )*(p 1 ))n 

where we have explicitly exhibited the contribution from the factorization of the 

antiholomorphic ghost determinant. We also used the fact that {t)i I tt)ot ( la I *)o 

in the limit i - » 0 reduce to 6(u>i), 6{wj) inserted at arbitrary points W|, tu 3 

I One of MUIU can calculate all the ghoul con«Uto» and the free matter part at two ioopi 
explicitly in termi or eMuncttoRi and prime form* and then the effect of thete coKalaton 
on the behaviour of M near the boundary can be inferred uiing well known formulae for 
degeneration ol d-functloni (16]. Neverthelen one would ttill have to use the factorisation 
theorem to exhibit the contribution of the Interacting part or the matter correlators. In 
ref.|10| the analyiii ii carried along theae Iine», 
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is given by: 

where c' o J is the coefficient of the Fayet-Iliopoulos D term associated with the 
a'th abelian factor in the gauge group, induced at one loop |8,9|. More explicitly 
• I is given by 

i 

where n, is the number of maaslesa fermions (bosons) with chirality ht and f/(")(l) 
charge g\a\ Needless to say this means that the cosmological constant at two 
loops vanishes for all string vacua which have tree-level supersymmetry and which 
do not develop a one loop Fayet-Iiiopouloo Z?-term. These include among other 
things flat space-time and the standard compactificationa of the E% X Ej heterotlc 
string on Calabi-Yau backgrounds. 
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